Abstract The neutrino mass experiment KATRIN requires a stability of 3 ppm for the retarding potential at -18.6 kV of the main spectrometer. To monitor the stability, two custom-made ultra-precise high-voltage dividers were developed and built in cooperation with the German national metrology institute Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB). Until now, regular absolute calibration of the voltage dividers required bringing the equipment to the specialised metrology laboratory. Here we present a new method based on measuring the energy difference of two 83m Kr conversion electron lines with the KATRIN setup, which was demonstrated during KATRIN's commissioning measurements in July 2017. The measured scale factor M = 1972.449(10) of the high-voltage divider K35 is in agreement with the last PTB calibration four years ago. This result demonstrates the utility of the calibration method, as well as the long-term stability of the voltage divider.
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Introduction
Precision high voltages (HV) at the ppm level are required for many applications in science, e.g. for defining the kinetic energy of electrons in an electron cooler at storage rings [1] or for the precise determination of the energy of electrons in electrostatic retarding spectrometers or other analysers [2] [3] [4] .
The KArlsruhe TRitium Neutrino (KATRIN) experiment [5] at the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) (see fig.1 ) aims for a direct neutrino mass determination by a precise measurement of the tritium-β-decay spectrum near the endpoint. The expected sensitivity of the experiment is 0.2 eV/c 2 at 90% C.L. [6] . Currently the Mainz- [7] and Troitsk- [8, 9] neutrino mass experiments set upper limits on the neutrino mass of 2 eV/c 2 . In KATRIN, electrons are emitted from molecular tritium decaying in the windowless gaseous tritium source (WGTS) and are guided adiabatically by magnetic fields through the transport section. In this transport section, tritium is removed from the beamline by means of differential and cryogenic pumping. In the pre-and main spectrometers downstream from the transport section, the kinetic energy of the electrons is analysed. In order to reach the desired sensitivity, the spectrometers need to provide a large acceptance angle for the emitted β-electrons and, in the case of the main spectrometer, a very good energy resolution as well. This is accomplished by operating the spectrometers as MAC-E filters [4] , which are electrostatic retardation a e-mail: oliver.rest@uni-muenster.de b Also affiliated with Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN 37831, USA spectrometers (high energy filters) combined with magnetic adiabatic collimation to obtain large solid angle acceptance. Following the spectrometers, the focal-plane detector (FPD) [10] counts all electrons that have sufficient energy to pass both spectrometers. This FPD is a monolithic silicon p-i-n diode with 148 pixels.
One key requirement of the experiment is the stability of the retarding potential (U ret ≈-18.6 kV) of the main spectrometer, which has to be maintained and monitored with a precision of 3 ppm (60 mV) over the measurement periods of two months. The knowledge of the absolute retarding potential would additionally allow a comparison of the tritium-β endpoint with the nuclear mass difference of 3 He and tritium 3 H determined with Penning traps [11] [12] [13] .
Two independent approaches to monitor the high voltage are being pursued in order to ensure system redundancy. Firstly, since the HV cannot be measured directly with the required precision, a voltage divider is used to scale the retarding potential to 20 V. The scaled retarding potential can then be determined with a commercial precision digital voltmeter (DVM). In this range, the voltage measurement can be calibrated against a 10 V reference, based on the Josephson effect, at the German national metrology institute Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB). Since there is no commercial solution available with the required precision and stability, two custom-made ultra-precise high voltage dividers, named K35 [14] and K65 [15] , were developed and built in cooperation with the PTB.
An HV divider is characterised by its scale factor M, which is defined as the ratio of input and output voltages. An absolute calibration with ppm-precision can usually be performed exclusively at metrology centres. The scale factor of the K35 was measured at PTB in 2013 to be 
Secondly, the HV is compared to a natural standard given by mono-energetic conversion electrons from the decay of 83m Kr. The parent isomer 83 Rb is implanted into a solid-state source [16] at the BONIS facility in Bonn [17] and used at the monitor spectrometer [18] . This third MAC-E filter is connected to the HV of the main spectrometer. Due to solid-state and surface effects, such as electron energy losses in the source material and drifts of the work function, absolute calibration of the HV at the required precision is not possible with such a source. However, relative changes over a measurement period of up to several months can be monitored [19] .
In July 2017, a calibration and measurement campaign with gaseous 83m Kr, injected into the WGTS from a 83m Kr generating 83 Rb source [20] , was performed with the complete KATRIN beamline [6] . With the well-known energies of mono-energetic conversion electron lines of this isotope, source properties of the WGTS and transmission properties of the spectrometers were investigated. Furthermore, the adiabatic transport of electrons from the source to the detector and the general alignment and functionalities of the complete system were tested [21, 22] . This measurement campaign also provided the opportunity to calibrate the K35 HV divider to the ppm-level by comparing two conversion electron lines. A similar HV calibration was previously performed using a condensed 83m Kr source at the former Mainz neutrino mass experiment [23] . The main idea is to compare the kinetic energy of conversion electrons emitted from the same nuclear transition, but originating from different atomic shells. The systematic uncertainty of the nuclear transition energy cancels; the only remaining uncertainty, which is an order of magnitude lower, arises from the atomic binding energies. The measurements reported in [23] were limited by systematic corrections of the order 100 meV. These corrections, which are not precisely known, account for the final state effects of the decaying nucleus in a submonolayer of 83m Kr on a highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) substrate. Gaseous sources overcome the disadvantages of a condensed or solid-state source.
In this work, the calibration of the HV divider K35 with gaseous 83m Kr is presented. The next section gives an overview of the calibration concept and the determination of the scale factor of the divider using 83m Kr conversion electron line measurements. Subsequently, the results of the calibration measurements performed at KATRIN are reported.
2 Calibration of a HV divider with 83m Kr conversion electrons 83m Kr decays via two cascaded transitions with gamma energies of 32151.6(5) eV and 9405.7(6) eV, respectively [24] . Both transitions decay dominantly by emission of conversion electrons instead of gamma radiation. In this work, only conversion electrons from the 32 keV transition are used.
The kinetic energy E kin of a conversion electron from a 83m Kr atom decaying freely in vacuum depends on the energy of the transition E γ , the atomic binding energy E bin , the nuclear recoil energies caused by the gamma 1 E γ rec , and the conversion electron E ce rec :
The binding energy depends on the atomic shell of the emitted electron. The values for E bin used in this analysis were determined with X-ray and photoelectron spectroscopy measurements [2] to be 14327.26(4) eV for the K-and 1679.21(3) eV for the L 3 -subshell. The nuclear recoil energy of the conversion electrons E ce rec can be calculated to be 0.120 eV for the K-and 0.207 eV for the L 3 -subshell for the 32 keV transition, both with negligible uncertainty.
83m Kr decays in the WGTS under ultra-high vacuum conditions. The conversion electrons are guided magnetically and adiabatically through the beamline to the main spectrometer, where an integrated spectrum is recorded by varying the retarding potential. With the HV divider K35 and a precision digital voltmeter (Fluke 8508A) 2 , which measures the output voltage U DVM of the K35, the corresponding retarding energy qU for a particle of charge q can be determined using
where q = −e. The transmission condition for electrons to pass the main spectrometer is given by
Since the retarding voltage is applied between the Fermi energies of the source tube and the spectrometer electrode system, ∆ Φ describes the correction for the difference between the work functions of the two materials. Due to the large diameter of the main spectrometer of 10 m and the wire electrode covering the inner surface [25] , the retarding potential across the analysing plane is not perfectly equal to the applied potential and shows a radial dependence. Therefore, a pixel-wise correction for the potential U pot.dec. has 1 The nuclear recoil energy of the gamma transition E γ rec enters, since the nuclear transition energy ∆ E fi and the tabulated gamma energy E γ differ by this nuclear recoil energy: ∆ E fi − E γ rec = E γ . 2 The DVM was calibrated with a PTB-calibrated 10 V reference device (Fluke 732A). been used. This correction amounts to about 2.25 V for the 40 innermost detector pixels with a r.m.s. value of less than 60 mV and scales nearly linearly in radial direction. The average difference of this correction over all these pixels amounts to 9 mV between the HV settings for the K-32 and the L 3 -32 measurement.
The so-called transmission edge is a special case where the kinetic energy of the electrons equals the right-hand side of equation 4. Using equations 2 and 4, the scale factor of the HV divider is then given as
with U DVM measured at the transmission edge. Following equation 5, the K35 could be calibrated by analysing just a single line position. However, the nuclear transition energy and the work function difference are not known to the desired ppm level. This limitation can be resolved using the energy difference of two conversion electron lines from the same gamma transition
so that E γ and ∆ Φ 3 are eliminated from the equation 4 . Since K35 has a negligible voltage dependency of 0.03 ppm/kV [14] , we assume a constant scale factor for the HV settings of the K-32 and the L 3 -32 measurement. The differences of the binding and recoil energies
∆ E 
The potential correction U pot.dec. has been determined for every FPD pixel by an electric field calculation with the simulation software Kassiopeia [27] . In order to determine the individual line energy positions, the observed integral spectrum was fitted with MINUIT [28] . The fit function consists of a Lorentzian with free amplitude a, width Γ and the energy E(K-32) or E(L 3 -32), convolved with the transmission function T (E,U DVM ) of the main spectrometer:
and a constant background term b [6] . Here we used the abbreviation U = U DVM · M K35 from equation 3. Relativistic corrections are included in equation 10 using the Lorentz factor γ of the electron. The width of the transmission func-
2 is calculated from the energy of the electrons and the ratio of the magnetic flux densities in the analysing plane (B a = 0.268 mT) and that at the exit of the spectrometer (B m = 4.20 T).
Equation 10 is derived assuming an isotropically emitting source. In the case that the source magnetic field (B s = 2.52 T) is lower than the maximum magnetic field encountered by the electrons on their way to the detector, the maximum amplitude of the transmission function is limited by magnetic reflection of the electrons with emission angles that exceed a cut-off angle given by
The final fit function for the K-32 line is
where the modified transmission function T (E ,U DVM ) contains three additional corrections: Firstly, the temperature of the 83m Kr gas in the WGTS of 100 K leads to a thermal Gaussian broadening of the conversion line. Secondly, a high voltage ripple of the retarding potential was observed throughout the measurements [21] . The ripple had a nearly sinusoidal shape with a frequency of 50 Hz and an amplitude of 187 mV for the K-32 line and of 208 mV for the L 3 -32 line. The Gaussian broadening and the recorded ripple signal are convolved with the transmission function in the fit. Thirdly, the shape of the transmission function will be modified by synchrotron radiation losses 5 , increasing its width ∆ E trans by about 3 % (2 %) for the K-32 (L 3 -32) line. 5 The synchrotron radiation affects the transversal energy E ⊥ (i.e. in the motion direction transversal of the magnetic field B) with the power lossĖ ⊥ = − e 4 β 2 γ 2 6πε 0 m 2 e c · B 2 , where γ is the relativistic factor and β = v ⊥ /c is the velocity. In the non-relativistic case, the power loss amounts tȯ
Hence electrons emitted with high angles will be transmitted at lower retarding potentials, which results in a broadening of the transmission function.
Calibration results for the HV divider K35
During the KATRIN calibration and measurement phase in July 2017, the energy of all conversion electron lines of the gaseous 83m Kr source were measured. The K-32 and L 3 -32 lines were used to calibrate the high-voltage divider K35 as described in section 2.
In this work, a combined analysis of the 40 innermost detector pixels (out of 148 pixels in total) was performed to obtain high statistics while avoiding increased systematic uncertainties at larger beam radii. Each detector pixel was treated with its corresponding potential correction U pot.dec. . For illustration, the average of all K-32 and L 3 -32 conversion electron data of these 40 innermost detector pixels has been calculated and fitted, as shown in figure 2 . The good agreement between data and the fit model can be seen in the residuals as well as in the reduced χ 2 values of the fits.
For the final result, we avoid averaging the pixeldependent U pot.dec. values by performing a combined 82-parameter fit 6 of the data from the 40 innermost detector pixels, leading to the results shown in table 1. Table 1 Fit result for the combined analysis of the 40 innermost detector pixels. For the denoted line, the work function difference ∆ Φ between the source and the spectrometer is not known with sufficient precision and is not included. The same holds for other systematic uncertainties. We estimate the uncertainty of ∆ Φ to be of the order of a few 100 meV. As ∆ Φ drops out in the calculation of ∆U DVM , this does not pose a problem for further analyses. The results from table 1 yield a voltage difference of
In the evaluation of the systematic uncertainties associated with this measurement, we considered a ±20 % variation of the high-voltage ripple amplitude and a ±50 % uncertainty of the synchrotron-radiation correction. The systematic uncertainty of the synchrotron radiation was estimated very conservatively because we did not apply a pixel-wise correction. The assumed ±5 meV uncertainty on the variation of U pot.dec. for the different conversion electron lines results in an uncertainty of ±2.5 µV for ∆U DVM (equation 3). 6 In this combined fit we used common fit parameters for line width Γ and position E(K-32) (or E(L 3 -32), respectively) but with separate fit parameters for amplitude a i and background b i for each pixel (i = 1, ..., 40).
In the voltage determination with the DVM, we applied a 0.5 ppm uncertainty on the read value and a 0.2 ppm uncertainty on the full range of the device. These effects yield uncertainties of 8.5 µV (11.7 µV) for the K-32 (L 3 -32) voltage reading, and 14.5 µV for ∆U DVM .
Since the term q · ∆U pot.dec. was already absorbed in the fitted data, the scale factor can be determined simply by dividing equation 9 by equation 13: 
This result is in good agreement with the last calibration at PTB (eq. 1) within the uncertainties. With a four-year interval between the two calibrations, the relative deviation amounts to ∆ M/M = −2(5) ppm. This means that the stability of the scale factor is on the ppm-level per year or better, assuming a constant drift. For a typical KATRIN measurement period, which is partitioned in two-month intervals, sub-ppm-stability can be assumed. The uncertainty of 5 ppm of this new calibration method is dominated by the uncertainty of the difference of the atomic binding energies (relative uncertainty of 4 ppm). This could improve in the next years with more precise spectroscopic measurements or theoretical calculations. The combined relative statistical uncertainty of about 2 ppm can be improved by future measurements with higher statistics during calibration phases at KATRIN. The similarly large uncertainty of the voltage reading could be improved by measuring the two conversion lines in quick succession (∼20 min.) to mitigate the temporal drift effect of the device.
This measurement has also demonstrated that the relative stability of the HV divider is better than 3 ppm in a two-month interval, which significantly surpasses the design specifications.
Conclusion
In order to achieve the design sensitivity of 0.2 eV/c 2 in the neutrino mass measurement, the retarding potential of the main spectrometer of the KATRIN experiment has to be monitored with a precision of 3 ppm over measurement intervals of two months. The retarding voltage is measured with two custom-made ultra-precise HV dividers that have to be calibrated regularly. In the past, such calibrations could only be performed at the special metrology laboratories. In this work, a new calibration method is presented, which based on the energy difference of two conversion electron lines produced by the decay of 83m Kr. This method was previously applied with a condensed 83m Kr source at the Mainz neutrino mass experiment, but surface and solid-state effects limited the attainable precision. Measurements with gaseous 83m Kr at the KATRIN experiment are not affected by these effects, and allow the HV dividers to be calibrated with an uncertainty of <5 ppm. We have shown in this paper that such precision is achievable. The measured scale factor of the divider K35 M K35 = 1972.449(10) is in agreement with earlier PTB calibrations. The results demonstrate the stability and reliability of the K35 HV divider to subppm-levels over the two-month measurement intervals in KATRIN. This principle of determining the difference of two conversion electron lines with an electrostatic retardation spectrometer, e.g. of MAC-E-filter type, can be applied to other energy lines in other applications.
